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Using the Gazette
The New Zealand Gazette, the official newspaper of the Government of New Zealand, is published online on
Thursdays between 10.00am and 11.00am.

The online version is the official publication and authoritative constitutional record.

Notice Submissions and Style
Notices for publication and related correspondence should be addressed to
     New Zealand Gazette 
     Department of Internal Affairs 
     PO Box 805 
     Wellington 6140 
     Telephone: (04) 462 0313 / (04) 462 0312 
     Email: gazette@dia.govt.nz

Notices are accepted for publication in the next available issue, unless otherwise specified.

Microsoft Word is the preferred format for notice submissions. Please do not send notices as PDFs as errors
can be introduced when converting to Word. Image files should be in JPG or PNG format.

The Gazette Office reserves the right to apply its in-house style to all notices. Any corrections which are
related to style will be made at the discretion of the publisher for reasons of consistency.

Please go to www.gazette.govt.nz/howtosubmit/ for more information.

Deadlines
The deadline for submitting notices for publication in the principal edition is midday Monday for
commercial notices and midday Tuesday for Government notices, in the week of publication.

The deadline for cancelling notices in the principal edition is 12.00 midday Wednesday. Notices
cancelled after being accepted for publication will be subject to a charge of $55.00 to cover costs. Please
call the Gazette Office immediately to cancel a notice, and confirm the cancellation by email.

For further information and for public holiday deadlines, please go to www.gazette.govt.nz/deadlines/

Advertising Rates
The standard rate for all notices in the principal edition of the New Zealand Gazette is 50 cents per
word/number. Additional charges may apply.

Late notices may be accepted at the discretion of the publisher. A late fee of an extra 5 cents per word
applies.

Customers will be invoiced in accordance with standard commercial practices. Advertising rates are not
negotiable. All rates shown are inclusive of GST.

Availability
New Zealand Gazette notices are published directly online. A search-by-notice facility and PDFs of the
notices are available on the website

www.gazette.govt.nz

All editions are also available on subscription from the New Zealand Gazette Office, Department of Internal
Affairs, PO Box 805, Wellington 6140 (telephone: (04) 462 0313).

Copyright
© The New Zealand Gazette is subject to Crown copyright.
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GOVERNMENT NOTICES

Departmental

ACC Board’s 2016/17 Recommended Levy Rates
ACC Board’s 2016/17 Recommended Levy Rates
Pursuant to the Accident Compensation Act 2001
Before the levies are set each year, ACC gives businesses, self-employed and individuals the opportunity to submit
feedback not only on the levy proposals, but on all aspects of the Scheme.
The consultation process for the 2016/17 levy year took place from 1 to 30 October 2015.
The ACC Board would like to thank everyone who made a submission during the 2016/17 levy consultation. We
received 1,119 submissions in total, up from 452 last year. All of the submissions were considered and the ACC
Board have made their recommendations to the Minister for ACC, the Honourable Nikki Kaye.
What are the ACC Board’s 2016/17 recommended levy rates?

Who pays and how they pay Current
2015/16

Proposed
2016/17

Recommended
change

Cover for work injuries paid by self-employed* people and
employers (invoiced directly by ACC)

$0.90# $0.80# Down 10c
(-11%)

Cover for non-work injuries paid by employees (through
PAYE) and by self-employed people

$1.26 $1.21 Down 5c
(-4%)

Cover for motor vehicle injuries paid by motorists (through
licensing fees and petrol levy)

$194.25# $130.26# Down
$63.99
(-33%)

*Self-employed and non-PAYE shareholders also pay the non-work claims levy.

#These are average rates. Individual rates for industry groups and motor vehicle classes may increase or decrease.

Recommended levy rates are GST exclusive.

The ACC Board has also recommended some other changes, including:

updating the minimum and maximum liable earnings limits in line with inflation (for Work and Earners' levies)
maintaining the petrol levy at 6.9 cents per litre
maintaining the licence levies for owners of motorcycles and mopeds.

You can find more detailed information on the recommended levy rates and summaries of what we consulted on
by visiting

www.shapeyouracc.co.nz
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